The

Collector’s
Club
Information for artists

About the collectors’s club program
It has always been our mission to provide income and exposure opportunities for
artists. We have been brainstorming how best we can continue to fulfill that
mission while our gallery is closed and while we are canceling public events.
Enter the Collector’s Club. Years ago, The Lake George Arts Project offered a
Collector’s Club artwork subscription program. In its original form, members could
sign up, donate at a certain level and would receive 4 works of original art for their
collections. We have reimagined, and relaunched, the program for you, the artist.
The NEW Collector’s Club is an artwork sales program and has 5 goals:
1. Connect artists with collectors
2. Connect business and individuals with the artists in their communities
3 Support artists by providing exposure and income opportunities when they
may need it most
4. Help support Lake George Arts Project operations
5. Communicate the importance of the arts, and supporting the arts, to the
broader community
Very simply, artists submit their work, we develop an online catalogue, promote
the program, and encourage sales. We will then coordinate artwork delivery (by
the artists and to the collector) and write a check for the work to the artist.

Guidelines:
The Collector’s Club is an artwork sales program that we hope will act as a dual
fundraiser for both regional artists and for The Lake George Arts Project. It is
our hope that this program will help boost the arts, arts participation and
support of the arts and artists during these challenging times.
Who can participate:
Any artist! Artists do not have to be members of The Lake George Arts Project
or a past exhibiting artist to participate
How many pieces can I submit for sale?
Artists can submit up to 3 works for sale. If one of your works sells, you can
submit a replacement!
How do I submit my work?
Artists should fill out the google form (on our website) completely, then follow
the instructions for submitting your artwork. If we have any questions about
the artwork information or your image files, we will reach out to you!

Guidelines Cont.
What is the deadline for submitting work?
The deadline to make it into the initial launch of our online catalogue is May 20,
2020, but submissions will be accepted on an ongoing basis. Submissions
received after May 20 will be added weekly or bi-weekly depending on volume.
What size works can I submit?
There are no size limitations, large or small. Please just be sure to record
accurate dimensions of the work you are submitting.
Can I submit 3-D artwork?
YES! Artists who would like to submit 3-D works are encouraged to provide 2
images of each piece (from diﬀerent angles) for the catalogue.
Pricing your artwork:
Artwork pricing is at the discretion of the artist. We recommend a price of $500
or less. Because this is a dual fundraiser, for the artists and for the Lake
George Arts Project, please consider the 40% of the sale price that goes to
LGAP when pricing, too. The Lake George Arts Project will take care of all of
the NYS sales tax.

Guidelines Cont.
Do I need to frame my 2-D artwork?
All work must be ready to hang, with appropriate hardware.
“Ready to hang” means the artwork must be framed and have all hardware
installed for hanging. For example, a print must be behind glass or plexiglass
and in a frame suitable for its size. Frames must be made of presentable
material (aluminum, wood, metal, etc.) and appropriate.
Unframed, stretched canvas pieces are also acceptable (and don’t need
frames) as long as they are ready to hang with wire hangers and the sides are
given appropriate attention and care. The sides of your canvas will be visible
and need to be treated as carefully as the rest of the piece.
What types of media can I submit?
All fine-art mediums are welcome - photos, paintings, drawings, sculpture,
collage, mixed media works, handcrafted metal work and jewelry, etc…
If you have questions about whether your work would be well suited to the
Collector’s Club, please just email us - tanya@lakegeorgearts.org.

Guidelines Cont.
Once my work has sold, what happens?
When artwork sells, we will notify you. The Lake George Arts Project will also
handle the transaction with the buyer as well as the artwork transfer. Staﬀ
from the Lake George Arts Project will contact you and coordinate drop oﬀ by
the artist and pick up by the purchaser with best practices for social
distancing in mind.
We expect to coordinate sales on a monthly basis. Once payment for the
work is received, the artwork is delivered to our oﬃces and picked up by the
purchaser, we will process your payment for the total purchase price less the
40% share to the Lake George Arts Project. We will also handle all NYS sales
tax processing. Checks will be issued to the name and address in your
submission form.
If you have any questions about submitting your artwork, please don’t hesitate
to reach out to us! The most eﬃcient way to contact us while our oﬃces are
closed is via email. You can reach Tanya at tanya@lakegeorgearts.org or
Laura at laura@lakegeorgearts.org.

Suggestions for getting the best
images of your Artwork
1. Position your artwork: Either hang your work on a wall with a neutral
background or lay your work flat on a surface with a neutral background. If
you have a slant on your artwork layout, make sure your camera angle
matches that slant.
2. Lighting: You don’t need professional lighting to get a good picture of your
work! Use bright, indirect natural lighting. Turn oﬀ the flash. Minimize
shadows, glare or bright spots. Remove glass from the frame to avoid
distorting your picture.
3. Final Presentation: Crop out any unnecessary background. Take lots of
pictures so you can choose the one that best represents your work. Label
your images clearly.
We all know that seeing work in digital form is no substitution for seeing it in a
gallery, so it’s important to have good, high quality images of your artwork for
any submission.

We can work together to help this
program be successful!
The Lake George Arts Project will utilize all of its resources to get the word
out about The Collector’s Club - email list, website, social media accounts,
press releases and reaching out directly to press contacts, sharing
information about the program with our friends at other arts organizations in
the region, and sharing information about the program on public art forums
and social media pages. We hope artists will also share this program with
their friends, family and contacts in the art world - The more people we
reach, the more artists will submit their work and the more people will buy
artwork!
If you would like to follow us on social media:
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/lakegeorgeartsproject/
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/lakegeorgearts/
You can also sign up for our email list at our website:
www.lakegeorgearts.org - just scroll to the bottom of the homepage!

